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Each AR strain was crossed with one CH strain for the polymorphic populations.
Four replicate populations of each kind were made. Each population was started with 300 flies from each species. The D. pseudoobscura flies, F 1 progenies from the crosses mentioned above, were chosen so that the number of founder flies descended from each strain was the same in each population.
The populations are maintained by the serial transfer technique (Ayala, 1965) . The founder flies are introduced in a bottle with culture medium. After 7 days they are etherized, counted, and transferred to a fresh bottle. The procedure is repeated every 7 days. When emergence begins in the bottles where the adult flies have deposited eggs, the newly emerged flies are etherized, counted, and added to the bottle with the adult flies. The adult ovipositing flies are, thus, always in a single bottle while five other bottles contain eggs, larvae, pupae, and newly emerged adults. The bottles are discarded after 5 weeks; by this time emergence of the first generation progeny has finished while a second generation is avoided.
The cultures are kept in J-pint milk bottles with a 2 cm high layer of Spassky's cream of wheat and molasses medium. A double piece of towelling paper 5x18 cm, partially pressed into the medium, provides an extended surface for adult flies and for pupation. No yeast is added. The populations are kept in a constant-temperature incubator at 25 + 0-5 °C and 85% relative humidity.
RESULTS (i) The model

Let
W a = ^^l and W P =^^>, 
An alternative measure of fitness is
The ranges of variation of relative fitness so denned are
-oo < rrigp < oo.
Wgp equals one and m sp equals zero, when the populations of both species increase or decrease in numbers at equal rate.
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From equations (1) and (2) (4) and (5).
(
ii) The populations
In competition with D. serrata at 25 °0, D. psevdoobscura decreases rapidly in numbers from the initial 300. The population dynamics of both species can be seen in Fig. 1 , for one typical population of each kind. In the CH populations, D. psevdoobscura became extinct on week 9 in one population, on week 10 in two others, and on week 12 in the fourth one. In the AR populations, D. psevdoobscura became extinct on week 9 in one population, on week 10 in a second, and on week 12 in a third replicate. In the four polymorphic and in one of the AR populations, D. psevdoobscura flies persisted beyond week 12. It appears, then, that the polymorphic populations of D. psevdoobscura are superior to either of the monomorphic populations as competitors with D. serrata.
The relative fitnesses of D. serrata with respect to D. psevdoobscura are given in Mean w.
1-31 + 0-27 l-10±0-10 1-30 ±0-34 Ml±0-13 1-202 + 0-122 between the polymorphic and the AR populations. If the fitness of the CH populations is taken to be one, the relative fitnesses of the AR and the polymorphic populations are, respectively, 1-12 and 1-20.
D. pseudoobscura was eliminated before the 12th week in three AR and four CH populations. When only D. serrata flies are present the ratio of serrata to pseudoobscura is infinity; it cannot be used for estimation of the regression coefficients. For purpose of comparison the m sp 's were recalculated assuming that the number of D. pseudoobscura flies was half in those samples where none was found. The new m sp s are 0-416, 0-672, 0-753, and 0-606 for the AR populations; and 0-696, 0-745, 0-761 and 0-694 for the CH populations. The mean m sp is now 0-6118 for the AR populations, and the variance 0-00051 (same as in Table 1 ); for CH the mean is 0-7240 and the variance 0-00063 (smaller than in Table 1 ). There is, as before, significant heterogeneity among AR but not among CH replicates. The comparison between the polymorphic and the AR populations, however, becomes statistically significant (m pwj = 0-1291 ±0-0494, t = 2-61 with 6 degrees of freedom). If fitness of the CH populations is taken as one, the relative fitnesses of the AR and polymorphic populations are now 1-12 and 1-27 respectively.
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The comparisons between fitnesses of the D. pseudoobscura populations are based on the assumption that the rate of change in numbers of D. serrata is the same in the three types of populations. One may argue, however, that if two species compete for the same resources, the fitness of one species may be inversely correlated with the fitness of the other one. If the argument is valid the relative fitnesses of the monomorphic AR and of the polymorphic population are overestimated in Table 3 . This objection is not serious. It implies the assumption that there are real differences in competitive ability among the D. pseudoobscura populations, and that the differences are of the same sign as observed.
In any case, the mean relative fitnesses of D. serrata in the populations are given in Table 3 . They are calculated as the mean s i+] /s f , as in equation (1). There are no significant differences in mean fitness among the populations. The assumption of equal fitness is presumably warranted.
The frequency of each karyotype in the D. pseudoobscura polymorphic populations was 50 % at the beginning of the experiment. On week 10, egg samples were taken from three of the polymorphic populations. Salivary gland squashes were prepared from the larvae to estimate the karyotypic frequencies. The frequency of the CH karyotype, based on a sample of about 100 chromosomes per population, was 38-7, 37-2 and 36-7 % in populations 51, 52 and 53 respectively. The frequency of the CH chromosomal arrangement has decreased, but the populations are definitely polymorphic.
DISCUSSION
Experimental populations of D. pseudoobscura polymorphic for the two chromosomal inversions CH and AR reach at 25 °C an equilibrium of about 70-75 % AR and 25-30% CH (Dobzhansky 1948 (Dobzhansky , 1957 Levine 1955; Levene, Pavlovsky & Dobzhansky 1954) . The relative fitnesses of the three genotypes present in the populations vary in different experiments, but the heterokaryotype AR/CH is always highest, the homokaryotype AR/AR next, and the homokaryotype CH/CH is lowest.
Polymorphisms for certain inversions of the third chromosome are widespread in natural populations of D. pseudoobscura. The natural polymorphisms appear to be balanced owing to higher fitness of the heterokaryotypes. The heterosis must be due to greater efficiency of the heterozygote individuals in the exploitation of the environmental resources. A direct comparison of polymorphic and monomorphic populations in their efficiency to exploit the environment can be made in the laboratory at least in two ways. First, the biomass produced and/or the average size of the populations when the available resources of food and space are limited can be compared. Second, one may compare the performance of the populations when they compete for available resources with another species. Both approaches attempt to measure the ability of the populations to survive under certain environmental conditions. Beardmore et al. (1960) studied at 25 °C seven population cages of D. pseudoobscura, four polymorphic for CH and AR, two monomorphic AR and two mono-
